More human,
more effective
Insights for a better criminal justice system - from 10 years
of supporting young men to live life differently after prison.

Switchback: 10 years of impact
Our reach

Living life differently

1,776

young men in prison received
one-to-one support pre-release

261

young men became full
Switchback Trainees, with
support through-the-gate and
real-work training after release

135

young men supported into
sustainable jobs

Winner
Robin Corbett
Award for Prisoner
Re-Integration 2016
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8% of Trainees reoffended
compared to 49% nationally

78%

of Trainees
who completed
Switchback
moved into work

57%

of Trainees
made a profound
change in mindset
& lifestyle
Shortlisted
Criminal Justice
Alliance Outstanding
Organisation 2017

Working together for a more
human, more effective system
Switchback was established in 2008 to support young men
leaving prison to live life differently: not just to stop crime, but
to change the way they think about and participate in society.
We are proud to have supported over 260 Switchback
Trainees to make that change and lead stable, rewarding lives.
Yet with prisons and probation in crisis, barriers to success
for prison-leavers are higher than ever. Nationally, reoffending
rates are unchanged in over a decade: nearly half are back
inside within a year at an estimated annual cost of £15bn.
As Switchback reaches 10 years, we want to do more to share
what we have learned about what works, and join with others
to build a more human, more effective criminal justice system.
Based on a decade of evidence, this booklet offers both
longer-term principles for transforming the system and smaller
practical changes that could make a big difference now.
In the coming months we will be working with others to
further explore and achieve these aims. I hope you will join
us as we seek to build a system that puts people at the centre
and offers prison-leavers a real chance to live life differently.

Alice Dawnay, Co-founder & CEO
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Summary of insights &
recommendations for change
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1. Use relationships
to support change

3. Look to the long term for
lasting results

Motivational relationships between
prisoners and skilled practitioners are
crucial to enable a shift away from crime,
but rarely found in a chaotic system.

Avoiding quick fixes is difficult but
central to lasting success. The voluntary
sector is well placed to deliver in this way,
but faces barriers to supporting prisoners.

What could change now?
• Provide training in proven therapeutic
techniques for all prison officers
• Dedicate a private space on each
prison wing for 1:1 conversations

What could change now?
• Trial more flexible funding models to
widen access for smaller providers
• Incentivise data accuracy in prisons to
enable timely resettlement planning

2. Enable stability for
the whole person

4. Fill the cracks in a
fragmented system

Few prisoners receive timely, personalised
support. Building stability across all areas
of life ensures that when prison-leavers
get a job or housing they can keep it.

Prison-leavers face a chaotic system of
fragmented support. Action is needed to
restore trust, reduce complexity and join
up local services around prisons.

What could change now?
• Incorporate wrap-around support into
new employment initiatives
• Develop a simple, common framework
to measure individual stability

What could change now?
• Develop a distinct resettlement plan
for each local area
• End Friday & bank holiday releases
when too many fall through the cracks
5
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Use relationships to
support change

An honest, motivational relationship between a Switchback
Trainee and one of our skilled practitioners is the core of our work,
and crucial to supporting prison-leavers to live life differently.1
Many prisoners have never considered a crime-free life. The
challenge is to enable a shift in identity and change the way
individuals think about and participate in society. 2 Our evidence
shows this requires intensive practical, behavioural and emotional
support using proven techniques and trust built up over time.
However, rehabilitative relationships are hard to achieve in an
overcrowded prison system facing staff shortages and record
violence, with a probation service stretched to breaking point and
specialist providers unable to access prisoners locked up all day.3
Relational support should be at the centre of future reforms, with
a focus on staff quality as much as quantity, a more rehabilitative
prison culture and better access for voluntary sector services.
What could change now?
• Provide training for all prison officers in therapeutic
techniques proven to support behavioural change.
• Dedicate a private space on every prison wing for
purposeful one-to-one conversations with prisoners.
See also: Clinks, Introducing desistance, 2013
See also: Beyond Youth Custody, Supporting the Shift, 2018
3
See Clinks, Under represented, Under pressure, Under resourced, 2018
1

2
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Raihan, 24
Released 27/12/17
Now Kitchen
Assistant

I was totally closed off before. But speaking
with my Switchback Mentor Kat created
that trust, that bond. I can talk to her about
anything, I know she’s not going to judge
me.

If I didn’t take that step to come to
Switchback I’d probably be back inside.

2

Enable stability for the
whole person

Building stability across all parts of life, and measuring progress
regularly, is key. Prison-leavers are unlikely to keep a job or housing
if instability dominates elsewhere. At Switchback we measure and
support stability each week across 10 core pathways, looking at the
whole person and accounting for how these pathways interact.4
Yet when we meet them, most prisoners have not received timely
assessment or support for their basic needs. Growing numbers are
released with unaddressed issues from mental health to addiction.
A third of our Trainees this year left prison facing homelessness.
New initiatives which focus on one pathway in isolation - like
employment - are welcome but unlikely to succeed without
personalised support to build wider stability. We also find that
training in a real-work environment after release creates a ‘buffer
zone’ for individuals to learn from mistakes and grow confidence
and skills - ensuring when they do get a job, they stay there.

What could change now?
• Incorporate wrap-around support into new prisoner
employment initiatives to ensure jobs are sustained.
• Develop a simple, common framework to measure and track
individual stability across all areas of life.

4
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For more information see switchback.org.uk/what-we-do/how-we-work

James, 24
Released 10/02/17
Now Barista &
Bartender

Training in the café after prison meant
I kept busy, so I didn’t fall back into
something else.

I got really into making coffee and I love
working now. I never thought I would be
able to say that but I just love it!

3

Look to the long-term
for lasting results

We stick by our Trainees for as long as it takes. Switchback’s
intensive one-to-one support averages five months through-thegate with total contact of 16 months. We challenge and encourage
Trainees into the right job at the right time, promoting realism
about the difficulty of change and the need to avoid quick fixes.
In contrast, the short-term, tick-box nature of much support
available to prison-leavers tends only to shift problems further
down the line. Timely release planning is made harder by poor
accuracy of prisoner data: we often find that cell numbers, ages and, crucially, release dates - are incorrect.
Sticking to a long-term approach is difficult for offenders and
over-stretched services alike, but central to achieving lasting
results. The voluntary sector is well placed to provide support in
this way, but faces a range of barriers from practical difficulties
accessing prisoners to inflexible contracting arrangements.5

What could change now?
• Trial more flexible funding models to widen involvement of
smaller voluntary sector organisations.
• Incentivise data accuracy in prisons to enable timely
resettlement planning.

See also: Switchback, Oral evidence to House of Commons Justice Select
Committee, 2018 (available at bit.ly/2CYVjm8)
5
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Eshan, 23
Released 26/07/16
Now Food Market
Manager

I wanted work straight away, but my
Switchback Mentor Monique always said
do it at your own pace. I listened to that
and I slowed down.

Now I have a job that’s better paid with
better structure. That’s meant I haven’t
been back to jail. That changed my life.

4

Fill the cracks in a
fragmented system

While the young men we work with often lead chaotic lives, they
also face a complex web of services with multiple contact points
and confusing processes. Mistrust in the system is widespread.
Our Trainees often leave prison unaware of who their probation
officer is, facing nowhere to stay that night and a five-week wait
for benefits with only a £46 release grant to survive on.
Within this context, Switchback achieves success by modelling
stability in an otherwise chaotic reality, and by always doing
what we say we will. However, operating within the cracks of a
fragmented system is increasingly difficult as funding sources
deplete and the criminal justice system remains in flux.
A more local approach to rehabilitation has the potential to
improve collaboration of local services around each prison and
reduce complexity and confusion. However, the right resources,
guidance and local leadership must be in place to ensure high
standards across the board.
What could change now?
• Develop a distinct resettlement plan for each local area to
join up services and employers around prisons.
• End Friday & bank holiday releases when too many fall
through the cracks due to key services being closed.6

6

See also: Nacro, End Friday Releases, 2018
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Pellum, 33
Released 24/06/14
Now Kitchen Porter

When I first met my Switchback Mentor
Adham in prison I thought I don’t know this
person, who is this person?

Trust is the big key. Adham gained my
trust, because things that he said, he did.
Without Switchback I don’t know where I’d
be today.

About Switchback

Who we support

Switchback is an award-winning charity supporting young men to
live life differently after prison.
We provide intensive one-to-one support either side of the prison
gate, using proven therapeutic techniques alongside work-based
training after release to enable real, lasting change.

How we work
In prison
An eligible prisoner meets
regularly with his Switchback
Mentor to prepare practically
and emotionally for his release.
In training
Real-work training with one
of our partner employers
starts straight after release,
alongside intensive one-to-one
support to build stability across
all areas of life.
In work
The Trainee is supported into
a permanent job, with a period
of in-work support to ensure
change is sustained long-term.
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Our support is intensive
and long term

5

Months - average
one-to-one support
in prison and after
release

16

Months - average
total contact with
Switchback

10

Switchback
Pathways - from
housing to health,
which we use to
measure & build
stability in all areas
of a Trainee's life

We work through-the
gate with prison-leavers
who are:

Trainee challenges
Among our Trainees:

18-30

89

40% leave prison
homeless

Returning to
London

42% have never
had a job

Committed to
change, but require
support to do so

42% have never
lived independently

%

of Trainees are from Black,
Asian or Minority Ethnic
(BAME) backgrounds

53% have drug or
alcohol issues

!

69% have anger or
aggression issues

36% have no
qualifications
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Work with us
We want to work with others to achieve the aims in this booklet
and build a more human, more effective criminal justice system.
We hope you will join us. Get in touch to find out more about
working together or supporting Switchback:
hello@switchback.org.uk
www.switchback.org.uk

020 7650 8989
@SwitchbackOrg
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